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cheaper than dirty adulterated grain sold at a slightly
lower price. Cultivators must therefore be ready to pay a
slightly higher rate for the best seed. It is a rule all over
the world that good things cost money, and the villagers
have got to learn the meaning of the phrase ' cheap and
nasty'. Whether one is buying seed, bulls, ploughs or
anything else, it is generally wiser to pay a bit more and get
a better article.
Another thing which makes Government seed more
expensive is that it has to be bought at harvest time and
stored till the next sowing season. The villager, of course,
pays nothing for storage, but Government does. Those
who want Government seed should order early, as
Government must buy at harvest time and cannot
afford to store large quantities of seed it is not likely
to sell.
Farmers should always insist upon sowing nothing but
the best seed, whether they put aside their own seed at
harvest time or buy it from their neighbours or from
Government. The other costs of cultivation are the same
whether the seed is good or bad, while the difference
between the cost of good and bad seed is so small, and,
assuming proper methods of cultivation, the difference in
yield is so great that any slackness here is sheer stupidity.
Nothing is more disappointing than to see what looks to be
a fine crop growing up and then to get a poor yield from it
because the seed was bad ; or to take several years to grow
a fruit tree only to find that the fruit is of a poor quality,
because an indifferent seedling was planted.
 6.	Strong cattle.   See Chapter VIII.
 7.	Proper implements .T  There are many simple and cheap
implements recommended by the Agricultural Department
1 Seep. 283 (5, ii).

